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Dear Parents
As the temperature soars over the South East this week, it
definitely feels that at long last we are going to experience
some fine summer weather just in time for the
commencement of the long awaited summer holidays. So, as
another academic year concludes I am delighted to share with
parents and students news of members of the Highsted
community that have flown high in seeking out excellence in
their academic pursuits. Once again I share their success with
you as a continued reminder of all that is possible for your
daughters (and sons in the sixth form) as they too seek to
learn today, to shape to lead tomorrow. Our congratulations
go to: Perri Mortimer in securing a first in Biological and
Medicinal Chemistry from the University of East Anglia;
Hester Tomlin in securing a first in Law from Manchester
University; Lily Reynolds in securing a first in Geography
from Liverpool University; Kate Ithell in securing a first in
Geography from Durham University; Danielle Gadd in
securing a first in Neuroscience from King’s College
London; Emma Duke in achieving a first in Physiotherapy
from the University of East Anglia; Elizabeth Scott in
securing a first in Psychology from Southampton University;
Phoebe Smith in securing a first in Nursing from the
University of East Anglia; Gemma Kane in securing a 2:1 in
Geography from UCL; Catherine White in securing a 2:1 in
Maths from the University of Bath; Haidee Carpenter in
securing a 2:1 in Events Management from Greenwich
University; Sofia McKenzie in securing a 2:1 in English from
Southampton University; Hollie Brissenden in securing a 2:1
in Biomedical Sciences from Brunel University; Annie
Maxted in securing a
2:1 in Industrial Design and
Technology from Brunel University and Elizabeth
Hutchinson in achieving a 2:1 in History from Aberystwyth
University. To all highflyers both past and present I want you
to know that your school is proud of you, your teachers are
proud of you and I am proud of you!
To everyone involved in the life of the school – both within
the taught curriculum and for the vast commitment necessary
to provide the quantity and range of enrichment activities that
go on at school day-in and day-out, I thank you. That sense of
community is important to us at Highsted because we find
that when we work together in partnership as students,
teachers and parents, with mutual respect, then everyone

becomes prepared to put in that extra effort and
commitment that makes all the difference. So I would like
to take this opportunity to thank all the staff for their
commitment throughout the year and also to thank parents
for your continued support of the work of the school.
For those of you who attended our exceptional summer
production of The Sound of Music you will agree with me I
am sure that the quality of the event was magnificent as
over 150 students from across all House groups participated
to make Highsted’s school hall alive with the sound of
music! Particular standout performances were from our
three Maria’s: Aiden S, Maisy C and Olivia P not forgetting
our fabulous Captain von Trapp played by Brandon, one of
the many Borden students working in partnership with the
school at Post 16 – thank you to all cast members for your
commitment and dedication in enabling this show to be
truly outstanding. Additionally, all three audiences were
extremely complimentary about the skilfulness with which
the orchestra played, transporting us into the heart of
Austria! To all the students involved as well as the staff, Mr
Carvell, Mrs Evans, Miss Arden, Miss Treanor and Miss
Rodwell – thank you, the event was truly fantastic.
I am delighted to herald Seacole as the overall winner of
Sports Day, closely followed by Eliot in second place and
Keller securing third position! The day was really enjoyable
and student participation was high as individuals competed
to ensure the success of their House – it was great to
observe the inclusiveness of this event as all students took
part in a variety of sporting activities during the day.
Standout performances were from Freya J in Year 7
breaking her own school record in the Long Jump, jumping
a further 1 cm to take the record to 4m 3cm! If that was not
stunning enough, Freya went on to break Miss Calver’s
long standing 200m record achieved when she was in Year
7! Congratulations to Freya and all students that fully
participated in this splendid event – I am delighted that you
are seeking new opportunities to improve your personal
bests.
I would like to thank Miss Bushell in her leadership of the
recent Citizenship Week event during which the school
responded to the theme of Elevating the Ordinary.
Returning from her maternity leave she threw herself into
this important event within the school calendar; building on
the concept of transformation. The school worked on a
variety of creative options all with the focus in mind of
transforming something ordinary into an extraordinary
version of itself. Years 7, 8, 9 were led by Year 12 through
strong creative activities from film making, building a
model society, script writing to creating a school of fish and
creating giant food sculptures.

The final showcase heralded a slick production of Elevating
Alice – inspired by Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland
adopting a theatre in the round style. The whole event was
once again a tremendous success and testifies the strong
leadership skills our students have in managing demanding
creative events within school.
This week in the final week of the school year, we celebrated
our Lower School Awards, acknowledging the great
achievement of students in Years 7, 8 and 9. It was our
pleasure to welcome former student Perri Mortimer to present
the awards to our prize winners; Perri has achieved
remarkable success since leaving Highsted, notably her first
class degree in Biological and Medicinal Chemistry which
has enabled her to secure a position as a trainee teacher of
Chemistry at Canterbury Christchurch. We wish Perri every
success in preparing for this superb career pathway.
Congratulations to all our students on the significant
achievements they have secured this academic year.
So finally may I take this opportunity to thank you for your
continued support and co-operation throughout the year and I
wish you all a relaxing summer with family and friends. The
beginning of the new academic year will be Wednesday 7
September for all students. Further information about the
start of term and other key dates can be found on the calendar
on the back of this newsletter.
All Good Wishes

ANNE KELLY
Headteacher

Dream of a Production
Shakespeare’s Death

to

Honour

On Saturday 23 April at the Marlowe Theatre, Canterbury,
the Royal Shakespeare Company put on a very special
production of the magical comedy “A Midsummer Night’s
Dream”.
William
Shakespeare, the famous and
well-loved
poet
and
playwright, was born and died
on that same date; his death
occurred exactly 400 years
ago, in 1616. Because of this,
the
Royal
Shakespeare
Company
put
on
the
production in celebration of
his awesome anniversary.
My class and I have been
studying “A Midsummer
Night’s Dream” in our drama
lessons and so, when I saw the
production advertised, I was enthusiastic to experience it
performed by professionals. Furthermore, in my Drama
lessons I play the part of Puck, and was intrigued as to how
the Royal Shakespeare Company would portray his
character. The entire performance lasted for roughly two
hours, and at the very end the actress who played Puck took
a video of the audience applauding to share online in
further commemoration of the 400th anniversary of
Shakespeare’s death. I think that it was a truly magnificent
performance by the Royal Shakespeare Company and I
greatly enjoyed myself.
By April J, Year 8 Media Leader

Charlotte and Team Dance Their Way to
Success
Year 8 student Charlotte T has
recently achieved first place with
her formation team in the annual
Northern Masters Latin and
Ballroom Formation Dance
Competition, held this year at the
King’s Hall in Stoke-on-Trent in
March. The contest was the first
formation competition of the
season, with over 40 teams from
around the country competing
for first place. The teams travel
all around England, competing in locations such as Stoke,
Wolverhampton, Grays and Blackpool.
Charlotte, who is a pupil at Vicky’s School of Dance, said:
“We achieved first place with our 4 couple team and 6th
place with our 6 couple team. This was a really good
experience and got us our first ever first place.” She added:
“This year is our first year in juniors, meaning we are some
of the youngest in our category, competing against 16 year
olds. Considering this, we did really well. We have another
competition coming up in May which is in Stoke again so
we are aiming to win! Throughout the years of our dance
school which has been going for over 10 years, we are the
youngest and highest scoring Bluebells junior team there
has ever been.”

The Right Team Chemistry to Win Festival
Prize
On Tuesday 3 May, Preet, Imani,
Shannon and I went to the
University of Kent in Canterbury to
represent our school in the Salters’
Chemistry Festival, an annual
event devised by the Salters'
Institute to help promote the
appreciation of Chemistry and
related sciences in young students.
The Chemistry Festival consisted
of two competitions, the first involving forensic science, and
the second an investigation into the ability of fruits to carry
an electrical current, and the density of different liquids. We
participated in both. In the first experiment, we had to solve a
murder using forensics. There were different samples of ink
and white powder found on the suspects and the victim. We
used chromatography to identify which suspect had the same
ink on them as the victim; the results would help us to
uncover the killer, due to their ink sample being the same as
the victim. Chromatography separates the different materials
in ink, making it easy to determine which two inks were the
same as they would have the same colours in them, once
separated.
We then undertook a series of experiments on the white
powders - we put them in with four different acids and
recorded what happened; in the same way as the inks, we
would be able to identify the killer because the results for the
powder found on them would be the same as that of the
powder found on the victim. However, we weren’t told from
whom each of the samples (ink as well as powder) was taken
and had to determine this information from encrypted clues. I
found the forensic science fairly challenging and very
interesting. It was fun to perform the experiments as I had
never done anything like it before and was eager to learn the
new area of Chemistry. I greatly enjoyed solving the murder
mystery and discovering how the simple experiments can be
so important.
The second experiment was called
the University Challenge and had
a little more pressure put on it;
there was more of a competitive
atmosphere in the lab. In this
challenge, we also executed two
experiments. Firstly, we were
investigating the ability of three
different fruits to carry voltage
through them. We used different
metals pushed into the fruit to
create a circuit consisting of a fruit, two bits of metal, two
wires with crocodile clips and an ammeter. We pushed an
electrical current through the circuit until it couldn’t take any
more. We then recorded the voltage and repeated the
experiment with different metals and fruit. Then, we
determined the density of different coloured liquids by
putting them on top of each other to see if they would mix or
not - if they mixed, the liquid on top was denser than the
liquid below. After working out the liquids’ densities, we
sorted them out in order of density. Subsequently, we slowly
poured each liquid into a long, vertical tube filled with
glycerine, densest to least dense. This allowed the coloured
liquids to sit on top of each other without mixing. The end

result for us was perfect; nothing mixed, which meant that
we had correctly carried out the ordering of densities. I
enjoyed this experiment because it was fun and easy to
carry out and had a pretty end-result. I also learnt that
liquids have different densities and can be placed on top of
each other without their mixing, which I find both
fascinating and amazing.
Throughout the whole day, judges were walking around,
asking questions and explaining different things.
Everything was very interesting and due to our good
collaboration, team-work and readiness to learn, we
achieved 3rd place in the University Challenge and my team
and I are very happy and proud about it.
By April J, Year 8 Media Leader

Imogen is Selected Again for International
Bowls Series
Highsted student Imogen J has
achieved success for the second
year running in being selected
for the International Bowls
Series, due to take place in
Aberdeen in October. She was
selected during the Under 18s
Mixed England Indoor Bowls
Trial at Rugby on 15th May.
She said: “I am very pleased to
have made the squad again as
there were many changes this year with 52 trialists and only
12 places in the squad.”
Imogen's evenings and weekends are usually non-stop
bowls, and this winter season was definitely her busiest.
Imogen represented Kent U25s and the Kent Ladies’ Squad
on several occasions. Her biggest achievements were
getting through in February to the National Ladies’ Finals
in the U25 and more recently, for the second year running,
she reached the National Finals (last 16) of the Under 18
Mixed Singles, where she played some of her best games
and achieved fifth place.
Imogen is a very active member of Swale indoor bowls
club and she represented them in the 8-person squad of the
National Double Rink under 25s, where they lost in the
semi-final by only one shot. She was also in the mixed team
for the National Egham Final played at Boston, where
Swale lost to Norfolk. Finally, Imogen has recently won an
under 16s Open Singles competition at Rugby, which she
followed the next day in Bristol by playing for the Swale
Ladies’ Squad of 16 in the National Ladies’ Yetton Trophy
semi-final against Bournemouth, which they won and then
became champions by beating York Ladies that afternoon.
`Imogen commented: “It has been a very successful year
personally for me and for my club, Swale. This year I have
been involved in winning the International Series with the
Under 18s England squad, two National titles with my club
(National Top Club and National Yetton Trophy) and
getting to two finals, one with my club (National Egham
Trophy) and one on my own (National Under 18 Singles
finals).” She added: “This weekend I am travelling up to
Royal Leamington Spa, as the outdoor season has begun,
for an England Academy squad weekend in preparation
hopefully for further matches against Wales in the summer.

Despite this, I still have a lot more I would like to achieve in
my bowling career.”

Glowing with Enthusiasm
On Friday 27 May, the whole of Year 8 represented Highsted
on a visit to Greenwich University’s campus in Medway for
the day to learn about university life and take part in
challenges as a school. The day was focused around the
career routes branching from STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering and Maths). The day’s activities were carefully
laid out so that they fitted in with the topic of STEM; they
ranged from a talk about student life to undertaking forensic
investigation through fingerprinting. The year group was
separated into five different groups and took part in five
different activities of about an hour throughout the whole
day. The first activity that my group did was the Student Life
Talk, which was a lecture about all the benefits and
drawbacks of living in the University where you study. There
were two students who talked about their personal
experiences as students of the University and there was also
the deputy head teacher there to encourage the students and
further explain certain details. The session ended with a
question and answer session, where we were given a piece of
paper to write our question on and throw to the front so that it
could be answered. Ella H said: “It was a good experience all of my questions about university were answered in a
really fun way.”
The second activity my
group took part in was a
tower-building workshop.
We were separated into
small groups and spent our
time attempting to build the
tallest tower with spaghettilike rods and several
connectors.
My
group
managed a strong 182cm
but by the end of the day
our record was beaten by
9cm. The group named “Big
Mac” had not only beaten
Highsted’s record, but had
also secured a place at the top of all the schools that had
taken part in that challenge - making Highsted the winners!
Lily D commented: “It was great fun and the activities were
very enjoyable”.
In my group’s next activity, we attempted to solve a murder
using Maths. Rebecca O said: “It was old-fashioned, but
that’s OK because I like old-fashioned stuff.” Subsequent to
Maths, everyone gathered into the main hall to eat lunch
before my group travelled to my favourite workshop of the
day - glow stick making. We were taken into a Science
laboratory and were shown step-by-step how the insides of a
glow stick work (which was far more complicated than I ever
imagined), and then were given the opportunity to construct
our own. I found it amazing to see how glow sticks glow, and
then to make one of my own! We had to mix up two different
liquids and keep them separate, and were then taken into a
dark room where we were instructed to pour one of the
liquids into the other. The mixtures began to glow very
brightly; however, I learnt (along with many others) that if
you shake the concoction, you reduce the brightness a lot
quicker than if you don’t.

And finally, the last workshop that my group took part in
was the fingerprinting workshop. I also found this
workshop extremely fun and very interesting. When we
entered the room, we were greeted with a fake crime scene.
The scene was set up to simulate a murder and we had to
search for clues before learning how to uncover fingerprints
from paper using different techniques, such as metallic
dusts and UV light, as well as identifying the different
types of fingerprints that we had. Mrs Saward, the organiser
of the day, said: “Year 8 were able to see which scientific
processes are used and try them out for themselves.”
Overall, it was a very informative experience and I greatly
enjoyed myself. I found everything great fun and very
interesting, but especially loved creating my own glowing
mixture and being able to see where I had touched a piece
of paper. Many of my questions about university life were
answered and my friends and I had a wonderful time.
“Glow sticks and fingerprinting were cool!” said Evie L. At
the end of the day, the whole year group received
Greenwich University pens to remember the day by. “It was
a pleasure taking this year group to the university and I
hope that they all enjoyed the day!” said Mrs Saward at the
end.
By April J, Year 8 Media Leader

Former Highsted student secures place at
Harvard University
Amelia Henley, 18, from Faversham, who achieved
outstanding GCSE results at Highsted Grammar School two
years ago and then went on to complete her sixth form
education at Wycliffe College in Gloucestershire, has just
been awarded a place at the prestigious American
university of Harvard. Amelia attained her place with a
substantial scholarship linked to her high attainment in
squash: she is currently the England Number 2 player in
this sport. She will study mathematics and chemistry, but
will additionally benefit from the university’s strong squash
programme which will help her to fulfil her ambition to
become a professional squash player. Established in 1636,
Harvard, based in Cambridge and Boston, Massachusetts, is
the oldest institution of higher education in the United
States.
Highsted head teacher Anne Kelly said: “I am delighted
that Amelia, who performed so well during her five years at
the school, has secured a position at Harvard. I wish her
every success in using this special opportunity to develop
her talents and achieve her potential.”

Highsted Girls Weather Demands
Challenging Engineering Project

of

Six sixth form students from Highsted Grammar School
have been praised by the Engineering Development Trust
for achieving exceptionally high marks in the South-East
region – one that is consistently amongst the highest in the
UK - in their project for this year’s Engineering Education
Scheme. The principal aim of the Scheme is to inspire
students to consider a career in industry: around 90% of
Scheme
students
go
on
to
study
a
science/engineering/technology subject or into an industry
placement. All teams work on different and unique
projects, and the Highsted team’s challenging task this year
was to design and manufacture, for BAE Systems, an ocean
weather monitor to assist in sea exploration.

The girls - Jodie H, Briony B, Sian A, Jodie M, Olivia S and
Jasmine P-M - were praised in particular for the technical
detail of their written report, the quality of their research and
manufacture and their confidence in answering questions
from the panel of engineers, including representatives from
BAE, at their exhibition stand. Their teacher, Graham Peter,
Head of Design and Technology at Highsted, commented:
“The team showed great resilience to juggle the many
demands on their time to produce such an interesting
project.”

Seacole 2 rise to Franklin’s challenge for
Mencap
Franklin House’s Grammar
School Challenge – a charity
event to raise money for the
learning disability charity
Mencap – reached its
dramatic climax in March
when the final two rounds of
the competition took place
between S2 and C2 during
whole school assemblies. In a nail-biting conclusion to the
general knowledge team quizzes, the results from each final
were added together, making S2 the winners by only two
points. Winning team member Katie P said: “I took part in
this event, and competed against C2 and won. I found it
extremely compelling and exciting as I loved doing the quiz.”
The Mencap competition was designed by Franklin Charity
House Leader Shannon, both to promote awareness about
people with learning disabilities and to raise money to
support the cause. Shannon explained: “Mencap helps
people with learning disabilities in different ways. One way
is by having someone
to help a person to
look after themselves
when they move out
of home. This helps
them to increase their
independence
and
confidence
with
normal things, such as
paying
for
food.
Another way the charity helps people is by creating groups
where people with similar difficulties can socialise together,
for example over coffee and cake, and talk about things that
interest them.”
Shannon based the Grammar School Challenge on the longrunning television quiz University Challenge, with four
rounds. The first round included the whole school, the second
involved the top eleven forms and then the last two rounds
involved the top two forms: S2 and C2. The questions of the
competition varied in difficulty and subject, making the quiz
more interesting.
Shannon added: “We managed to raise £130.72 for Mencap,
and through the process of the quiz we have raised some
much needed awareness for the charity.”

Over the Moon with Space Camp!
Recently, Year 7 students at Highsted had a very special
opportunity to take part in a whole day of activities on the
theme of space. A team of talented professionals came in to
teach us about the science of space and introduce us to a

variety of exciting activities to inspire and educate us. As
well as having fun, we were able to compete for class and
individual prizes.
Firstly,
the
team
introduced the space
world and taught us a
bit about the dangers of
space - the risks which
astronauts take to learn
more
about
the
universe. This was interesting and emphasised the
importance of space as well as the deep science of it, which
modern technology has enabled us to access. They also
introduced our team names (Discovery, Atlantis, Apollo
and Gemini) and the space tasks, ready for the fabulous day
ahead.
Our first task was rocket car building, where we had to
create a car that would be attached to an explosive and then
raced. After learning about the parts of a shuttle, in pairs we
made the plastic cars so they were identical to the
demonstrated car, and prepared to race them on the tennis
courts. We then connected the explosive and launched the
cars, watching them spin around or crash. We also lighted a
Chinese lantern, setting it off into the sky and seeing it
blow away with the wind, before attempting the Jenga
challenge, trying to stack the Jenga blocks as high as
possible without allowing them to fall over. This proved
tricky but fun as a team to figure out the best way of doing
it.
Next, we moved on to the kite-making challenge, making
first our own hoopers and then our own kites from paper.
The hoopers were made from wrapped paper hoops around
a paper stick, but we had to experiment on the amount and
sizes of hoops to see how these affected the flight. The kites
had basic instructions, but different shapes and sizes could
be made as well. By folding a piece of paper and sticking it
to a straw, we could then experiment and design the tail, the
shape and the decoration of the kites to get them ready to
fly, before enjoying the experience of flying them outside
in the strong wind and playing with them for a while.
After a break, we went on to the egg-dropping challenge
where we had to design a safe container for an egg for a 2storey drop. We were given some starting materials to start
off the design, and any extras had to be bought with the
money provided from the shop. We had ten minutes to
create the craft and secure the eggs before the dropping
started. Three members of each group headed for the
ground whilst one stayed up to drop the eggs. We had thirty
seconds to unwrap the egg once dropped to reveal its
survival or death. Two unlucky eggs did not survive but the
rest succeeded!
We then embraced the challenge of making a solar-powered
vehicle which would move forward on its own when light
was shone on it. This was a fabulous activity which
consisted of hard teamwork: we worked in groups of four to
create our own solar-powered car to travel over the desk.
At lunch, the space team put on a space gift shop in the
hall, selling space merchandise such as aliens, glider planes
and space food so we could remember the great fun we had
in the day. They also set off several rockets on the field,
gradually getting bigger as they went on, getting the biggest
rocket above 1000 feet into the air. This was amazing as it
soared up and around, eventually breaking up and releasing

the parachute to soften the landing, half of it landing in a
neighbouring garden!
Finally, we completed
the rocket challenge,
making first a paper
rocket to pump air into
and shoot into the air,
measuring the height
with an altimeter. This
included
not
only
crafting and designing,
but shooting the rockets to see who got the highest. This was
combined with the water rocket challenge where we filled
plastic bottles with water and shot them in the air. These were
cleverly done and were excellent fun to play with.
Finally, to round off the day, the team of astronauts gave out
prizes to the students who impressed them the most, and to
the class who collected the most points overall throughout the
day. It had been a great day of activities and involved us in
much fascinating space investigation. This was inspiring and
enjoyable and I hope this opportunity will continue to be
offered for Year 7 Highsted students to come.
By Freya J, Year 7 Media Leader

All Creatures Great and Small
Excited Year 5 and 6
girls from 31 primary
schools
in
the
Sittingbourne area have
been treated recently to
a range of creative and
cultural activities to give
them a flavour of life at
Highsted
Grammar
school. The first event
was a specially-themed
Out of Africa - Year 5 girls meet
day – entitled “Out of
a sulcata tortoise!
Africa” – in June, when
Year 5 girls encountered exotic African creatures such as the
sulcata tortoise, the African clawed frog and the African fattailed gecko, made themed cupcakes, beaded jewellery and
African shields and wrote stories linked to African culture.
The students had the opportunity to see the African animals
up close and even to hold some of them, whilst learning key
facts about their species and habitats.
Assistant Headteacher and Head of Key Stage 3 Sarah
Appleton, who organised the event and introduced the
animals, said: “This vibrant insight into African culture was
grasped enthusiastically by the students and reflected in the
work they produced. It was a delight to have them involved.”

Last week the Year 6 girls who will be joining Highsted in
September had the opportunity to meet up again with their
new-found friends and experience a taste of life in the
classroom. They enjoyed a three-day induction, taking part
in everything from maggot racing in Science lessons to
Stomp in Music classes, as well as making many new
friends.
Heather S, from Minterne Junior School,
commented: “This school is amazing. My buddy Sophie
took me to the Tarantula Club to see her tarantula. Science
is great with maggot racing. It was disgusting!”
Natasha F, from Grove
Park Primary School,
added: “I have made so
many new friends and the
lessons are extremely fun.
I really enjoyed the
maggot racing because,
although you are doing
work by working out
averages, it was great fun
because you got to name your own maggot!” Madeline K,
whose favourite activity was writing a description of her
dream bedroom in her English lesson, said: “I have really
enjoyed myself. I have made new friends and found my
way around the school, and I am ready for September.”

Highsted has National Success Again in the
Annual PlaySafe Competition
Three girls have achieved the
highest recognition for their
exciting designs for safe toys.
For many years students from
year 9 have submitted their
work from Design and
Technology projects to this
competition run by the
Chartered Trading Standards
Institute and toy industry’s official body The British Toy
and Hobby Association. The competition is designed to
promote the awareness of consumer protection and safety
issues in product design, in particular toy design. Students
also consider child development, ergonomics and
environmental issues. Consistently every year, Highsted has
achieved success in this competition with regional winners
and runners up in the national competition including Isabel
P’s overall national win in 2013. This year Ellee S design
was chosen as the regional winner, Lauren S was awarded a
highly commended national prize and Shannon P was
awarded the national 1st prize in the 12-17 age group and
overall winner for the entire competition. Well done to all
three girls who will be presented with their prizes by Kent
Trading Standards during the Lower School Awards at the
end of term. The school will also receive prize to spend on
new resources.

Eden Essence
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On Monday 4 July, Year 9 took part in an exhibition
workshop ran by Eden Essence for PSHEE Day.
Throughout the day we worked with multiple specialists
who explored the science behind the cosmetic industry.
After speaking to multiple students-along with myself- I
feel like the day was inspirational for teenage girls;
sometimes as consumers we need to think before we buy
certain products.

Furthermore, we learnt that globalisation has increased
meaning manufacturing products has become easier and more
efficient: with advantages (cheaper) and disadvantages (not
supporting local beauty businesses).
The science workshop also helped us understand more about
ourselves and how everybody is different. For example,
during the perfume workshop, each individual created their
own unique scent (using their own preference of aromas):
which taught us the moral that we should be who we are and
not follow crowds. In my opinion, I found this workshop the
most useful as it created awareness of individuality!
Along with the day being scientifically educational, it was
also very interactive and engaging! In each workshop we had
the opportunity to create some of our own beauty cosmetics.
Therefore, as young girls we had an out look at what it is we
are actually applying to our bodies and how we are either
harming or caring for our well-being.
This was a fun and day very worthwhile! Subject’s Science,
Geography and DT all took a role in making the day very
educational. Year 9 are very grateful to Eden Essence for
their generosity of time; to come in and develop our
understanding of the cosmetic world.
The organisers who travel around many schools nationally
were highly impressed by the girls at our school for our
determination, attention to detail and inventiveness which
enabled each class to gain exceptionally high scores that were
not usual in other schools. A particular congratulations is due
to 9.3 who won the competition and gained an individual
prize each.
By Johanna W, Year 9

chance to play such a wonderful character. It is also good
to compare with the other shows that I have been involved
in at Highsted as it shows that the school can put on a wide
range of performances that are very inclusive and everyone
can be a part of.’
As the valiant Captain Von Trapp, Brandon W from Borden
performed terrifically throughout the three evenings and
added the stern, but sincere passion the character has for his
family and his country.
Each evening our two leads were supported by a different
cast of charming Von Trapp children, who each brought a
different energy to the stage, delighting with energetic
renditions of ‘Do-re-mi’ and ‘Lonely Goatherd’. They
were led by the eldest daughter Liesl, played by Tierney S,
Eleanor S and Aaliyah B, whose rendition of ‘Sixteen
Going On Seventeen’ with Rolf, played by John B
(Borden), really captured the charming spirit of the original
material. All of the singing was wonderfully crafted and
directed by Miss Treanor.
Lily T, Jessica S and Johanna W brought many laughs to
the stage as the eccentric and boisterous Uncle Max, whilst
Asha G-B and Camilla E provided glamour and style as
Elsa.
The show wouldn’t have been complete without an
abundance of graceful and spirited nuns who were led
beautifully by Emily Y and Elizabeth F-S playing the fair
and forgiving Mother Abbess.

Highsted Grammar School: School Production
2016
The Sound of Music
The hills were alive with
the sound of music on
the 29th/30th June and
1st July when over 150
students took to the stage
to perform the 1950’s
classic with gusto! Each
show had a superb separate main cast who were supported by
over 50 enthusiastic extras on all of the evenings. All of the
classic songs were performed with confidence and
excitement as the performance also showcased an impressive
thirty piece orchestra led brilliantly by Miss Arden.
The iconic lead role of Maria was wonderfully handled with
maturity and grace by our three leading ladies: Aiden
S/Maisy C (Year 12) and Olivia P (Year 10). Olivia
described being involved in the production as 'a hugely
enjoyable and valuable experience. It was a great
opportunity to communicate with people from all years who
have the same interests
and passions. I made a
lot of friends with older
students as well as
helping the younger
students throughout the
musical. Playing the lead
role was challenging at
times, but a lot of fun and
I am very grateful for the

Finally, the whole show was performed in front of a
sumptuous backdrop of mountains that was created by Miss
Rodwell and students from the Art department. A local
business ‘Heather and Wood’ florists in Sittingbourne
donated a magnificent array of bouquets for the Von Trapp
wedding to add to the beautiful setting.
The Drama and Music departments would like to say a
massive thank you and congratulations to every single
member of the dedicated cast, orchestra, design team and
backstage/technical team who gave many, many hours of
dedication over several months to create such a brilliant
show!
Thank you to everyone who came to support!
Mr Carvell and Mrs Evans (Directors)

Year 12 Physics Trip 6th July
On Wednesday 6 July, Mrs McCormick-Clarke, teacher in
charge of A level Physics, led a group of Year 12 Physics
students to London to firstly visit the Leonardo da Vinci: The
Mechanics of Genius exhibition at the Science Museum and
secondly to attend the Neutrino 2016 public lecture by
Professor Brian Cox, organised jointly by the Institute of
Physics and Imperial College London.
Highlights of the Leonardo da Vinci exhibition included:






39 historical models of Leonardo’s inventions
including flying machines, diving equipment and
weapons
Large-scale reproductions of Leonardo’s famous
drawings and sketches
13 Interactive games and 10 multimedia installations
Modern examples of bio-inspired robotics, aviation
and materials technology

Jodie H, Year 12 Physicist shared: “Being able to see Brian
Cox at the Imperial College London was a once in a life
time experience! To participate in one of his lectures on
neutrinos was extremely fascinating hearing it first hand
from a Professor who has been involved in the process of
exploring them. It has been tremendously insightful and
allowed me to understand more about quantum physics
which is related to what we are learning at school and led
me to become more enchanted by all aspects in physics.”

Mrs McCormick Clarke shared:
“I have always been fascinated with the Renaissance and
Reformation period in History, since I studied History at
school. Leonardo da Vinci, for me, epitomises all that was
great about this period in History - as an artist, an inventor,
an engineer and a scientist”.
Mrs McCormick-Clarke shared “The physics was stunning
and at times overwhelming, particularly the scary matrix
describing the neutrino oscillation, but I may have been
distracted by Professor Brian Cox’s dreamy voice and good
looks”. In contrast Tasha H, Year 12 Physicist, who
recently attended a residential Physics conference at the
University of Cambridge, was very taken by the freebie
jelly beans in the goody bags.

Jodie H, Year 12 Physicist continues: “The Leonardo da
Vinci exhibition in the Science Museum, London was one
which really stood out to me. Being an inventor specialising
in mechanics, the engineering really drew my attention as I
too want to go into such fields. Overall this trip has been
really eye opening into the great span of physics and how
important it is in understanding the world we live in.”
Later that evening, as part of the International Conference on
Neutrino Physics and Astrophysics programme, and in
celebration of the award of the 2015 Nobel Prize in Physics
for neutrinos, Professor Brian Cox presented an evening
public lecture on neutrino physics and astrophysics at the
Royal Geographical Society.
Neutrinos are tiny, light and fast -- and they're everywhere,
passing benignly through our bodies every day. Nearly every
process in nuclear physics creates neutrinos, from natural
radioactive decay inside the Earth, to fission reactors and
high-energy particle collider experiments on its surface,
fusion in the Sun and massive cosmic explosions like
supernovae. Neutrino physicists from around the world met
in London to discuss the latest searches for new kinds of
neutrinos, measurements of their extremely small masses and
interactions, and their role in the physics of astronomical
bodies. Professor Cox took the audience on a tour of the
world of the neutrino, explaining how such a little particle
manages to live so large.

Craft, Colour and Fun as Highsted Launches
Citizenship Week
Students
at
Highsted
Grammar School have
thrown themselves into this
year’s Citizenship Week
with great enthusiasm,
immersing themselves in
activities ranging from
creative
writing
to
cupcake-making, food sculpture to fusion music and
enterprise to elevating Alice in Wonderland. On the first
day, there have also been trips to the Science Museum in
London, Dover Castle and The Canterbury Tales Centre, as
well as a 15-kilometre hike across the local countryside.
April J, who chose the Giant Food Sculptures art activity,
said “It’s really fun and fairly challenging because we have
to enlarge everything, but keep it in proportion and to

scale.” Ella H added: “It lets me unleash my creativity!”
Meanwhile in the Creative Writing room, students worked on
enhancing their skills within the conventions of the horror
genre. Ella M commented: “We are developing our creative
understanding of composing a fictional world.
It is
extraordinary!”
Students in Year 10
took the opportunity
to
sharpen
their
business acumen by
choosing
and
creating
particular
items to sell to eager
customers. Ella W-P
said: “Our group is
making and selling
marble cake and cupcakes with Smarties and chocolate
chunks. We have created a business which we have come to
love and be proud of. We’ve learnt skills which will help us
in the future and have found this a very enjoyable
experience.” Heather W added: “Our group’s focus was
crafts: every one of us likes crafts as a hobby, be it
crocheting, card-making or jewellery-making, so we decided
to put our skills to use to make a wide array of hand-crafted
products. We’ve all learnt a lot from the experience and hope
to continue with our crafting in the future.”

School of fish, fashion and dreams
Fish, fashion and fun were
firmly on the agenda as
Highsted students embraced
the second day of the annual
Citizenship event.
New
activities today included a
fashion
revival,
which
involved
upcycling
old
clothes to fit particular themes, creating colourful fish for a
mural and designing delightful dream-catchers. Megan Y-S,
who took part in the fashion workshop, said: “Our theme was
cultural, and we decided to create an Indian/Bollywood
outfit. We cut the top off a dress to create a pale blue top
with an intricate and
unique design, then used a
pale blue for the skirt,
which goes into a triangle
around the knees and then
has mesh to the floor. We
complemented these with a
scarf and belt, which is
separate and knots at the side.” Charlotte T added: “So far
this activity is going really well and I like the creative aspect
of it.”
Kara A has today sampled the “School
of Fish” activity. She said: “I have
enjoyed this as it has been very
creative. We have made a colourful
display of fish under the sea using
bubble wrap and paint. The majority
of fish that we have created are of
different shades of blue and green –

however, our display will also feature a few goldfish!” The
dream-catching concept also inspired a wealth of creative
ideas. Elena B-M commented: “My partner Millie B and I
enjoyed making dream-catchers. It was fun but hard work
as well – it is quite a complex activity and takes
concentration!”

Besieged castles and assault
citizenship takes a new turn

courses:

Highsted’s Citizenship event reached its culmination today
with a presentation to visitors of an array of colourful
displays and performances, ranging from drama and music
to film scripting, creative writing, chalk design, art work
and even a brand new military-style assault course activity.
Elena B-M tried out the training and commented: “The
different activities in the assault course were great fun. It
also tested my abilities, which I liked.” Abbie H added: “I
think it was very interactive and made you think and work
hard as well as having fun.” Even Stedy, the school’s fox,
paused to marvel at the assembled
course - but, though captured on
camera, he declined to comment.
t

Other students from Year 7 enjoyed
participating in a follow-up
workshop in connection with their
visit to Dover Castle on
Wednesday.
They produced a
detailed display exploring the
medieval period from which the castle – built in the
eleventh century and remodelled by
Henry II in the 1180s – dates. Leoni
H said: “The visit was interesting and
enjoyable.
I learnt a lot about
medieval times. The views were
beautiful and I found the lighthouse
particularly fascinating since it was
built in the first century AD.” Rosie B particularly enjoyed
exploring the great tower, built by Henry II as a palace in
which to entertain important visitors and noble pilgrims
travelling to the new shrine of the murdered archbishop
Thomas Becket in Canterbury. She learnt that the fortress
later withstood bombardment by siege engines and
undermining by tunnels during a long siege in the thirteenth
century. Rosie commented: “I enjoyed learning about the
castle. The keep was amazing!”

Fizz and Quiz
Friday 15th July saw the
most eagerly anticipated
event of the school
calendar, Eliot House's
Fizz and Quiz night for
Macmillan
Cancer
Support! More than fifty
staff, students, parents
and carers joined forces
in a bid to become the Highsted quiz champions of
2016. In order to prove their intellectual prowess,

participants had to answer eighty questions on a variety of
topics including Film and TV, Sports, Music, History and
Geography. There was equally a raffle on the night, and well
over 400 tickets were sold as people clambered to get their
hands on spa day vouchers, meal vouchers, afternoon tea
vouchers and much more. Many of our own staff took part,
and indeed final victory went to the MFL department, whose
overall score put those of the History and Geography
departments to shame! The losing team did not go home
empty-handed, though, as they were presented with the much
coveted losers' lollies! The evening was a tremendous
success, and the atmosphere was electric.
Through sales of entrance
tickets, raffle tickets and
refreshments, added to other
donations, the overall figure
raised was £414.75, a real
testament to both the
extraordinary generosity and
support of the Highsted
community, and efforts of our student charity leaders who
have spent months organising this event. I would like to
thank participants for coming and donating, my charity
leaders, without whom the event could not have taken off the
ground and been so successful, and our local businesses who
donated raffle prizes including: Swallows Leisure Centre,
Reynolds Gym, Gravity Maidstone, Barrows & Son, The
Jenny Wren and the Vineyard.
Mr Johnson

Highsted Olympics 2016
On Friday 8th July Highsted produced
its own version of the upcoming
Olympic games. Students and
teachers had the opportunity to
compete and showcase their talents in
Athletics, Rounders, Dodgeball,
Newton Ball and the Big Sports Quiz.
The introduction of new events to the
day meant that students of all ages
took part and participation rates were
high. As well as the chance to
compete in sporting
activities Houses were
also
given
the
opportunity to
get
creative. Each House
was given a continent
as a theme and points
were awarded based on
how well the house
collectively took on that theme. It was fantastic to see the
banners and costumes produced by the students and Eliot
house even performed the Hakka.
All activities were
highly competitive and
there
were
some
fantastic results. Freya
J broke her own school
record in Long Jump,
jumping a further 1cm
to take the record to
4m 3cm, She also
broke Miss Calver’s long standing 200m record. Teachers

also took part helping out the year 12’s play rounders and
of course the highly competitive staff relay event, this year
having 24 members of staff competing in 6 teams. Well
done to everyone who took part in the day. The final results
were:
1st Seacole
2nd Eliot
3rd Keller

Football Trip
On the 24th June we
were invited to take part
in a fantastic football
coaching opportunity at
Dulwich College. As a
school we won a place
to take part in an
inspired sport session
run by coaches from the
Dutch professional football team PSV Eindhoven. Abi H
was selected to take part due to her strong commitment to
the school football team in the last 2 years. It was a
fantastic day, and although she was apprehensive about
competing against the boys she definitely held her own and
showed a fantastic skill level which impressed the coaches
greatly.

Sporting Achievements
Well done to everyone who has taking part in sport this
year at Highsted. We have made fantastic improvements in
Football and Netball in a variety of County competitions
and have continued our unbeaten success in Athletics and
Rounders against the local schools in Sittingbourne.
Students who have attended the PE clubs regularly
throughout the year will be selected for the PE reward trip
when we come back next academic year. As well as the
success of school teams we have also heard of some
fantastic achievements by our pupils outside of school and
we have some athletes competing at an extremely high
level. It is always nice to hear and celebrate this success so
we encourage students to come and tell us about their
achievements. This term we were delighted to hear the
success of Abi H and Charlotte B who after a long trial
process have earned a place in the Kent Football
Team. Shelby L has had great international success in
Boxing and Elena J smashed her personal best in the 1500m
at the Kent Schools Athletics Championships. Well done
and keep competing next year.

Simmonds School Uniform Shop
The shop, located in Highsted Grammar School, will be open
on the following dates:
Monday 25 July – Friday 29 July 9:00am – 3:00pm
Monday 1 August – Friday 5 August 9:00am – 3:00pm
Monday 8 August – Friday 12 August 9:00 – 3:00pm
Monday 22 August – Friday 26 August 9:00 – 3:00pm
Highsted Grammar School uniform is also available during
term time from our school uniform shop onsite at the school,
adjacent to the school hall
(Open Monday, Tuesday, Thursday 1:00pm-2:00pm)
Telephone 01795 229535

Staffing Update
At the end of the academic year Highsted would like to say a fond farewell to a number of our staff retiring from the teaching profession
after years of dedicated service. In English, Mrs Jewell will be retiring after 24 years of service to the school; in D&T Mr Peter will be
retiring
after 17 years of service to the school; Mrs Timcke will be retiring after 13 years of service and finally Miss Smith will retire
.
after 8 years of service to the school. To all of you we thank you for your dedication and commitment to our girls (former and present).
May you achieve continued happiness in your next mini adventures!
The school welcomes several internal promotions this year: Miss Rodwell will assume the position of Head of Art and Miss Bushell
will assume the position of Head of D&T. Miss Rodwell is joined by Mrs Lennox, teaching Art and Photography in addition to Mrs
Felmingham-Carter whom will be teaching D&T including Food and Nutrition.
Mr Upfield is leaving to relocate to Essex to be with his family; the Maths department will be working with three new members of staff
- Mr Thompson, Miss Bradford and Mr Englefield.
You will of course be aware that Miss Smith (MFL) is leaving the teaching profession to realise her vocational calling of becoming a
priest – we wish her all the very best for this important and demanding career. I am delighted to inform you that Mr Colciago will be
taking on the leadership of MFL from September and as an experienced member of staff he will be joining us from a local outstanding
grammar school.
Mrs Saward has decided to leave the teaching profession and so we thank her for her contributions over time to the life of the school, in
particular the numerous exchanges she has co-ordinated as they have provided such fruitful experiences for our girls. Mrs Devaney will
be replacing her, joining the department as another experienced colleague from a local outstanding grammar School.
In English Mrs Aluwhalia having returned from her maternity last summer has decided to leave the profession in order to look after her
young child. Miss Sheehan is relocating back to Dublin and Mr Carvell is having time out of the profession to travel. Ms Dessoy will
also be moving on from Highsted as her temporary contract comes to an end. Thank you to all of you for your varied contributions to
the lifeblood of the school. The English department welcomes Miss McKenner an NQT and Mrs Lawrence and Miss Mead are both
exceptionally experienced colleagues from local outstanding grammar schools.
In Science Miss McCormick-Clarke is leaving the teaching profession to re-train as a veterinary nurse. The Science department
welcomes Mr MacDonald and Mr Harman both have experience of teaching in selective school settings.
Mr MacAoidh one of our Business Studies teachers is relocating to live in London and so we wish him all the best for his future.
This month we also welcome Mrs Jones (teacher of Sociology) back from her maternity leave and so we say farewell to her maternity
cover, Miss Sargeant.
Further additions to the staff are Mrs Tiernon-Powell; she will be joining the school as Assistant Headteacher Key Stage 4 and Mr
Hodgson will be joining the school to teach Business and Psychology; we welcome our experienced colleagues from local grammar
schools.

August
Thursday 18

A Level Results Day

Thursday 25

GCSE Results Day

Term 1

September

Monday 5
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Staff Development Day – School closed for pupils

Tuesday 6
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Monday 26 September
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